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Long Skirt
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.05.0123

Title: Long Skirt

Date: 1976 – 1977

Material: hair; fibre

Dimensions: 39.0 x 105.0 cm

Description: An ankle length fine black wool skirt with a colourful band of embroidery
down the side and around hem and waist. Embroidered band
predominantly orange and green flowers with white accents done
completely in a very close chain stitch which seams to have been
handdone. Skirt closes down the length of the front with a long strip of
Velcro beneath the embroidered band.

Subject: households

Order of Canada

CRW

Credit: Gift of Catharine Robb Whyte, O. C., Banff, 1979

Catalogue Number: 103.05.0123

Images

Medal
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.09.1221%20a-c
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Title: Medal

Date: 1987

Material: metal; enamel; fibre; paper

Dimensions: 3.75 x 9 cm

Description: One medal of order (a) (Order of Canada) and two lapel pins (b,c) (Order
of Canada):(a) the medal of order is a six-pointed white enamel stylized
snowflake design edged in silver. There is a silver maple leaf (signifying
that it stands for Member of the Order of Canada) soldered onto the
centre of the snowflake. The maple leaf is surrounded by a red enamel
ring bearing the motto of the order “DESIDERANTES MELIOREM
PATRIAM” (meaning “They desire a better country”) in silver lettering. The
circle is topped by a crown (white, red, and turquoise) enamel simulating
jewels edged in silver) of St. Edward, symbolizing that the order is
headed by a sovereign. At the top of the snowflake badge there is a silver
metal suspension ring. A grosgrain ribbon, white, bordered in red stripes
similar to the Canadian flag, is passed through the ring and attached to a
silver pin bar. The reverse side is plain silver except for the word
“CANADA” and “1181” underneath, printed on the centre disc. Directly
below on one of the snowflake points are some numbers and underneath
that the word “RIDEAU”. On the top reverse side of the pin bar there is a
horizontal hinged pin with a swivel-locking safety catch, underneath which
“RIDEAU” is printed. The pin bar has an opening for the ribbon to pass
through and two holes at the bottom where the ribbon is sewn to the pin
bar with red thread.(a,b) The two small lapel pins (1cm high,1cm wide)
are white enamel stylized snowflakes edged in silver with a silver maple
leaf in the centre. On the back there is one small spike and one larger
spike soldered onto the medal with a tie-tack style (spike and clutch
closure attachment) pin closure. The medal and lapel pins are stored in a
hinged black leatherette case lined in blue satin; the medal (a) rests in a
depression, the lapel pins have no depressions for storage, the cover is
lined in white satin, the letters “C.M.” in gold on outside lid.

Subject: Order of Canada

award

guiding

climbing

skiing

humanitarian

businessman

Hans Gmoser

Credit: Gift of Margaret Gmoser, Harvie Heights, 2008

Catalogue Number: 103.09.1221 a-c
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Misc. Photographs
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/descriptions22922

Part Of: Hans Gmoser fonds

Description Level: 5 / File

Fonds Number: M224 / S49 / V68

Series: V. Photograph Prints

Sous-Fonds: V68

Accession Number: 8111, 7877, 7361

Reference Code: V68 / V / PA 20 - 960 to 1000

GMD: Photograph

Date Range: 1965-1987

Physical Description: 40 photographs: prints, b&w; col.

History /
Biographical:

See fonds level description

Scope & Content:

File pertains to a collection of various topics, mostly skiing and climbing, from predominantly
the 1970s and 1980s.

Notes: V68/PA 965-971 enclosed with letter from Crown Princess of Norway
Jan 20, 1989 from VIPs folder, V68/PA 972-977 from 7877, V68/PA
988-998 are photographs from Condolence correspondence, V68/PA
1000 from 7361.
960. [Gmoser receiving Order of Canada], 20 x 25.5 cm, colour, “GGC
87-420” written on back.
961. “Cariboo Mts Taken from Carr’s Lodge Looking SW”, March 3,
1971, 13 x 9 cm, colour, caption written on back, enclosed with letter
discussing property for sale.
962. “Carr’s Lodge Taken from Fraser River Bank- looking NE”, March 3,
1971, 13 x 9 cm, colour, caption written on back, enclosed with letter
discussing property for sale.
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963. “Cariboo Mts and Fraser River from Carr’s Lodge looking south”,
March 3, 1971, 13 x 9 cm, colour, caption written on back, enclosed with
letter discussing property for sale.
964. [Gmoser in two shots], 6.5 x 14 cm, black and white, from 8111 Box
3/7 from Kodac Box.
965. [Man under Gothics Sign], 10 x 15 cm, colour, rounded corners.
966. [Woman in blue ski gear], 10 x 15 cm, colour, rounded corners.
967. [Three people], 10 x 15 cm, colour, rounded corners.
968. [Man and young boy], 10 x 15 cm, colour, rounded corners.
969. [Woman and young boy], 10 x 15 cm, colour, rounded corners.
970. [Woman and young boy], 10 x 15 cm, colour, rounded corners.
971. {Group of four], 13 x 18 cm, colour.
From 7877 box 1/1.
972. “Lake O’Hara Lillian Gest, Conrad Gmoser, Robson Gmoser
1974?”, 9 x 13 cm, colour, caption written on post it note.
973. “Lizzie Rummel”, [Looking over valley], 13 x 9 cm, black and white,
caption written on post it note.
974. “Ken Jones Summer 86 Assinboine”, 15 x 10 cm, colour, caption
written on back.
975. “Ken Jones Summer 86 Assinboine”, 15 x 10 cm, colour, caption
written on back.
976. “Veteran Ski Race March 99”, 18 x 13 cm, black and white, matt
finish, “L-R Pat Duffy, Bruno Engler, Hans Gmoser, Leo Grillmair” written
on post it note, caption written at front bottom.
977. Bruno Veteran Ski Race March 1999 [L-R Pat Duffy, Bruno Engler,
Hans Gmoser, Leo Grillmair] 18 x 13 cm, black and white, matt finish.
978. “Bow Lake”, 10 x 7 cm, black and white, matt finish, inscription at
bottom, from “Selected Real Photographs Canadian Pacific Rockies
Photographed by Byron Harmon Photos.”
979. “Lake Louise”, [winter], 10 x 7 cm, black and white, matt finish,
inscription at bottom, from “Selected Real Photographs Canadian Pacific
Rockies Photographed by Byron Harmon Photos.”
980. “Lake Louise”, [summer], 10 x 7 cm, black and white, matt finish,
inscription at bottom, from “Selected Real Photographs Canadian Pacific
Rockies Photographed by Byron Harmon Photos.”
981. “Chateau Lake Louise”, 10 x 7 cm, black and white, matt finish,
inscription at bottom, from “Selected Real Photographs Canadian Pacific
Rockies Photographed by Byron Harmon Photos.”
982. “Consolation Lake”, 10 x 7 cm, black and white, matt finish,
inscription at bottom, from “Selected Real Photographs Canadian Pacific
Rockies Photographed by Byron Harmon Photos.”
983. “Mt. Temple”, 10 x 7 cm, black and white, matt finish, inscription at
bottom, from “Selected Real Photographs Canadian Pacific Rockies
Photographed by Byron Harmon Photos.”
984. “Moraine Lake”, 10 x 7 cm, black and white, matt finish, inscription
at bottom, from “Selected Real Photographs Canadian Pacific Rockies
Photographed by Byron Harmon Photos.”
985. “Lakes in the Clouds”, 10 x 7 cm, black and white, matt finish,
inscription at bottom, from “Selected Real Photographs Canadian Pacific
Rockies Photographed by Byron Harmon Photos.”
986. “Mt. Lefroy”, 10 x 7 cm, black and white, matt finish, inscription at
bottom, from “Selected Real Photographs Canadian Pacific Rockies
Photographed by Byron Harmon Photos.”
987. “Lake Agnes”, 10 x 7 cm, black and white, matt finish, inscription at
bottom, from “Selected Real Photographs Canadian Pacific Rockies
Photographed by Byron Harmon Photos.”
988. [Gmoser at Planica under biggest ski jump in the world], 10 x 15 cm,
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colour, from Dustan Polajnar.
989. [Rada Polajnar and Hans in Vrata valley, near waterfall Pericnik], 10
x 15 cm, colour, from Dustan Polajnar.
990. [Hans and Rada Polajnar in Vrata valley, under the Triglav north
wall], 10 x 15 cm, colour, from Dustan Polajnar.
991. [Group of people listening to zither], 13 x 9 cm, colour.
992. [Hans playing zither], 13 x 9 cm, colour.
993. [Man playing zither], 13 x 9 cm, colour.
994. “Duers by Hans Gmoser Leo Grillmair Oct/52”, 9 x 13 cm, colour,
caption written on back.
995. “The summit of Mt. Eisenhaus (Cath) Sept 52”, 15 x 10 cm, colour.
996. “Keir McGoogan en route to the summit Sept. 1952”, 15 x 10 cm,
colour.
997. “Approaching Mt. Eisenhower Sept/52”, 15 x 10 cm, colour.
998. [Gmoser holding camera], 12 x 19 cm, Photograph by Erwin
Tontsch, 1965, colour.
999. [Four people seated at table with red tablecloth, Hans Gmoser
second from right], front bottom inscription “Peter Wingle 3/84”, 25 x 19
cm, colour, matt finish.
1000. “Jumbo to Bugaboo Jim McConkey, Glen, Hans Gmoser,” [Three
people adjusting], photograph by E. Tontsch, 1965, 15 x 10 cm, colour,
caption written on post it note.
1021. "Dhalagiri I, 26, 795, frmo the south west. Proposed line of ascent",
[Image of peak with proposed ascent marked], 25.5 x 20 cm, black and
white.
1022. [Photograph of Pierre Trudeau and Gmoser handshake], 25.5 x 20
cm, black and white.
1023. [From Mark Taggart letter and typed comments from up in Gothics
March 24, 1987 and attached photograph of Gothics opening week], 15 x
10 cm, colour.
1024. "Everest, [?] Jean Troillet 8.4.86", 17.8 x 12.7 cm, colour.

Name Access: Gmoser, Hans

Rummel, Elizabeth

Rummel, Lizzie

Engler, Bruno
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and

Subject Access: Activities

Awards

Discovery and exploration

Climbing

Backcountry skiing

Buildings

Environment and Nature

Exploration

Family and personal life

Mountains

Mountaineering

Order of Canada

Portrait

Photography

Professional and Personal Life

Scenery

Sports and recreation

Skiing

Ski areas

Geographic Access: Alberta

British Columbia

Canada

Language: English

Title Source: Title based on contents of file

Processing Status: Processed

Images

OrderRemove

OrderRemove
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potentially offensive content. Read more.

This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Nicholas Morant Order of Canada, Framed
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/descriptions54232

Part Of: Nicholas Morant fonds

Description Level: 6 / Item

Fonds Number: M300 / V500 / S20

Sous-Fonds: M300

Sub-Series: M300 / II / C / 6 : Promotional Items, Awards and Correspondence

Accession Number: 7784

Reference Code: M300 / II / C / 6 / 69 O.S.

GMD: Government record

Textual record

Responsibility: Nicholas Morant

Date Range: 1990

Physical Description: 1 Framed Award: textual, Order of Canada

Scope & Content:

Framed award, Order of Canada, given to Nicholas Morant in 1990; black and red text with
printed emblem near top, in simple black / gold frame.

Name Access: Morant, Nicholas

Subject Access: Award

Order of Canada

Government of Canada

Geographic Access: Canada

Reproduction
Restrictions:

This item is not to be reproduced without the explicit permission of its
identified owner(s).

Language: English

French

Creator: Government of Canada

Title Source: Title based on contents of file

Processing Status: Processed
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Order Of Canada Medal
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.09.0091%20a%2cb

Title: Order Of Canada Medal

Date: 1978

Material: metal; fibre; paper

Dimensions: 6.5 x 8.0 cm

Description: (a) Order of Canada medal is stylized, white enamel silver snowflake
design with maple leaf centre surrounded by red ring saying
"Desiderantes Meliorem Patrinm". Ring surrounded by enamel silver
crown. Suspension ring attached to medal is connected to a pin backing,
under a concealed portion of a red and white striped taffeta ribbon bow.
Pin backing reveals horizontal pin. Encased in black leatherette hinged
box with clasp and velvet and satin lining. Satin lining printed with coat of
arms and bilingual "By appointment to H.M. The Queen, Goldsmiths &
Crown Jewelers, Garrard & Co. Ltd. 112 Regent Street, London, W1".
Small pin (b) is miniaturized white enamel snowflake with inset sterling
maple leaf.

Subject: Order of Canada

CRW

honours

Credit: Gift of Catharine Robb Whyte, O. C., Banff, 1979

Catalogue Number: 103.09.0091 a,b

Images
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